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Prepared for Alison's site on January 30, 2017.

Thoughts and Well Wishes

  
  Hi Ali, it's the sort of cousin in England.     I hope you are enjoying Christmas Day - we have
so much rain in Britain at present I would love to bottle some and send it to you.    We shall see
our small grandson in Xmas Day and six of the other grandchildren on Boxing Day.   Come
home shattered!   Take care and I will write at greater length when the holiday is over.   LJane  

— jane harrap, December 24, 2012

  
  Hello Alison,

Thanks for sharing info. regarding Mindfulness Meditation. It's interesting that our brains do
change with meditation.  I am currently reading 'Wired for Life' by Martina Sheehan and Susan
Pearse. In the book it says the that the way we think wires our brain and determines everything
we feel, say and do. There is also quite a bit about practising mindfulness and the benefits that
we gain from being more present in the  moment. I agree with what you said, a lot of our
problems are not real but our egoistical mind running round with imaginary stuff. The authors
run courses on mind training and have written a series of articles - the Mind Gardener range.
They have a website - www.mindgardener.com The book caught my interest as I really do need
to practise being more in the present. 

I have to finish now as I have to get a number of things done tonight before the Danika comes
home tomorrow.  I got back from Melbourne on Sunday afternoon and yesterday was a big day
for me and Fari as it is his trip just before Christmas and we have more to do than usual.  Fari
left for work this morning and so I have been busy catching up with housework, etc.   Will keep
in touch again when I have more time.

 I was very happy to see you in person last week.

Enjoy your meditations and have a wonderful festive season! I will check out the recommended
sites that you have given when I have time.
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Lots of love,

Ivy, Fariborz and the girls.

 

   

— Ivy Rameshfar, December 18, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
Great to see you over at the lake. Thanks for the data and links on mindfullness training. This is
a banquet of information to nibble when time is available. Dipping into 1 Health report podcast,
the language of this new skill is so familiar... of course... I can hear Lyndel's sweet voice talking
about sensation... view the sensation... don't respond to the sensation... accept the sensation...
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, December 11, 2012

  
  Great info re Meditation, tis well worth the effort. :)
Looked a fun day yesterday, was working then theatre at malanda which went great.
Going to Woodford for first time this year ( hooray).
Hope all is well.
Blessings Brett  

— brett turner, December 10, 2012

  
  Hi Alison

Good to hear that you are heading home for a week, enjoy. I'm sure it will be great to catch up
with friends and to be "at home" although Brisbane has been your home for most of the year.
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Hope your tiny rogue cell and the diminishing tumours have all vanished by your next scan.

Look forward to seeing you at Woodford, looks like another great line-up.

Love

Danni  

— Danni Mackenzie, December 5, 2012

  
  Yay! Stable is good news. Looking forward to seeing you at the Lake soon. Are you bringing a
sax to your party?
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, December 3, 2012

  
  Fantanstic news Alison. This week I lost another old friend to cancer of the spine, and another
has been diagnosed with lung cancer, a death sentence. What is happening to the world? On a
personal note, back from a fortnight in Canberra, I have discovered the reason for my chronic
fatigue, something to do with my thyroid, they are investigating. (And I was blaming it on
Campbell Newman!!!).  Taking it easy. Looking forward to a relaxing xmas break. It is nice to
be home, even if it is full of young people making a lot of noise. I am glad that mindfulness
works for you. I get the same effect walking - something to do with the rhythm and breathing,
getting into a groove. Or gardening. Hope we can catch up again soon,
lots of love,
Ailsa.  

— Ailsa Holland, December 3, 2012

  
  Great news - may that little one disappear soon! 
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I was just discussing with a friend how mindfulness haas really come into its own all over the
place.  Will send you a great website you may not have come across.  

Enjoy your time at home  - as they will having you !

love, H.  

— Heather Herbert, December 3, 2012

  
  Thanks for that Alison x it is always good to get a reminder, I need to be focusing too x sounds
like a wonderful course, Love Kaylie  

— Kaylie Jenkins, November 8, 2012

  
  Thanks all for your feedback and comments xxx
Thanks for your invitation to share more, Maria. Well, I will do it.
So far much of what I'm experiencing is still a puzzle, but I will find some words for it. :)
And Lou, that is exactly how it was for me too (nodding off)! I was advised to meditate with
eyes open (gaze lowered) for the first 2 weeks or so, and even sit in a less comfortable position
eg with no backrest. I also experimented with different times of day. I was told that practice is
the key - stick with it and trust. It is one of the reasons for committing to 40+ mins daily for 8
weeks.  

— Alison Bird, November 5, 2012

  
  the Mindfullness course sounds very worthwhile and interesting, any attempts I make at
meditation quickly end in me falling sound asleep.  

— Louise Cross, November 4, 2012
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  Hello Alison,

It's great to hear about your 'Mindfulness' Course and thank-you for sharing. Yes, I think it'
great to train the mind to be present in the moment and reduce the constant unecessary chatter.
 Have been trying various meditation techniques over the years  and I am one of those people
who are too much in the head.  I have found it beneficial to have that quiet time.  I find that
even when I am busy and the mind is very active - 10 mins. is still very beneficial. 

Just recently started a weekly morning get-together with some friends for some reflection,
meditation and inspiration.

Enjoy your course!  Lots of love and best wishes,

Ivy  

— Ivy Rameshfar, November 2, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
Difficult stuff. At Yoga our 2 or 3 minute breathing sessions usually end up with me planning
what to cook for tea. This is not an easy  skill. I'd love to hear about outcomes... does your
increased mindfulness practice change your behavior or emotions?
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, November 2, 2012

  
  It really does sound like work you are taking very seriously.  I'm impressed by what you say
about it and know I should be considering it myself.  Thanks for letting us know about this...

lots of love

S
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— Susannah Brindle, November 2, 2012

  
  Hi Alison, that sounds great.  Am so pleased you are doing this...the benefits will be immense
and the universe will change as time goes on and as you continue your practice.  As Sexton
said, practice is the key. xx  looking forward to a catch up in early December, my friend.xx  

— lyndell bourke, November 2, 2012

  
  hallo darling...thanks for all your news.  Good on you for your volunteer work....valuable.
 Life been very hectic for me (just like you!) but I think gonna settle down a bit for a couple of
weeks so will be able to have a big yakketty yak by email.  Folk festival coming up...any
recommendations?  will probably just go for a day....
big hug! you know you in my thoughts + meditations...sending you energy + well being my
beautiful brave strong friend.xxoo  

— lyndell bourke, October 9, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,

great to hear from you! Sorry to hear about the rashes. Shingles appears to be a common
complaint, but not well understood. Glad to hear you are getting involved and living life to the
max. We should all do this. The whole memory/ cognitive thing is so interesting. We live our
life looking forward but only understand it looking backward so to speak, and often dont
recognise or remember the important things until they have passed under our wheels!

I am sure you are going to be a miracle of some type, that is just who you are!

cheers,
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Ailsa  

— Ailsa Holland, October 4, 2012

  
  Just so you know we are thinking of you x your bravery and cheerful outlook is so inspiring.
Thank you for keeping us all in the loop x much love and healing dear lady x  

— Kaylie Jenkins, October 2, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
great to hear your news. Keep going! You're an inspiration to us all.
Send us some tips from the memory programme. I need some!
Francoise  

— Francoise Cordeiro, October 1, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
So glad to hear the rashes and the shingles have gone away, who needs complications! Are you
still practicing yoga? What about the sax? We're looking forward to the return of Wade (& his
sax) & Jenny this Friday and hope gather together a few musos for a toot. Think you'll make it
up north for the Folk Fest this year? It would be great to see you.
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, October 1, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,

Can I join the mind rehab program too? I can't blame chemo but something (age?) is sure taking
a toll on my memory...
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I've moved to the Gold Coast and would love to see you next time you are down this way or I
am in Brisbane. If you ever want a beach break, please let me know.

Warm regards and healing thoughts,

Lee Curtis   

— Lee Curtis, October 1, 2012

  
  Thanks Tash - I'll definitely wear lilac on Oct 6 and promote this cause :) xxx  

— Alison Bird, October 1, 2012

  
  Hi again,

I received the latest edition of Ostomy Australia Magazine today (not sure if you received it in
the past). The Australian Council of Stoma Associations are trying to raise awareness of
ostomies and ostomates by having a "World Ostomy Day" on October 6. The theme and
message is that "ostomy surgery is life saving surgery" so "wear lilac for life". Even though you
are no longer an ostomate, thought you may be interested. I certainly think ostomy awareness
can be improved, especially in rural areas.

Take care,

Tash:)  

— Natasha Hudson, September 7, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
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Just a quick message to say "Hi" and thinking of you often. Good to hear you are still
responding so positively to your therapies. Hope you are enjoying nice weather down there.

Take care

Tash :)  

— Natasha Hudson, September 7, 2012

  
  Hello Alison,

A short note to keep in touch.  Glad to know that you are under good care. Have been busy
doing various things.  Also doing a course on Family Constellations.  Keep up the good cheer
and I look forward to catching up when it happens.

Lots of love,

Ivy  

— Ivy Rameshfar, August 28, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
And the ripple effect of well-being spreads farther to your family and communities. We all
benefit.
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, August 16, 2012

  
  Yeah.

I guess being on a trial could give folk a sense that they are not just the victims of cancer (and
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the treatment)--i.e. only "recipients"--but are actually contributing to the well-being of others. 
A sense that their lives, even with the illness, has constructive purpose.

???

"Thanks for sharing"

love

S  

— Susannah Brindle, August 16, 2012

  
  In honor of Alison Bird  

— M&J McKenzie, August 16, 2012

  
  hallo dear one, it was great to catch up this week..very very good to see you + to see you
looking so well.Thanks for showing me South Bank (thailand in Brisbane) + Confucius. Enjoy
Karuna!  xxoo  

— lyndell bourke, July 20, 2012

  
  Hello Alison, I am following your entries constantly and I am very pleased to hear your
treatment is going well. Wishing you  a further good recovery! Love Katharina and family

   

— katharina lane, July 19, 2012
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  Hi Alison,

Glad everything is going so well! That is absolutely fantastic news!!!

Tash  

— Natasha Hudson, July 19, 2012

  
  Wonderful news Alison! That drug sounds fantastic! I'm glad those little monsters are
shrinking.
Lots of love to all of you from Judith xxx  

— Judith Hennessy, July 19, 2012

  
  Just home fromm Hobart.  So glad to hear things progress in the right direction.   Love and
blessings,  Heather.  

— Heather Herbert, July 19, 2012

  
  delighted to hear your news,keep up the good work.   When searching for a photo from our last
visit saw those we took at the hotel in Cairns when we met - lovely memories.   Still raining
here, will someone please turn the tap off!!! Jane  

— jane harrap, July 18, 2012

  
  Hello Alison,

Glad to hear that you are doing well.  Just got back from a quick trip to Malaysia to visit
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family.  Hectic but enjoyable.  Will write again another time.

Lots of love,

Ivy and Fari  

— Ivy Rameshfar, July 18, 2012

  
  Abfab news, dear girl!

all love

Susannah  

— Susannah Brindle, July 18, 2012

  
  Fantastic news that the tinys are getting tinier :) You have much support and well-wishes out
here. Mxxxxxxxx  

— Megan Bayliss, July 18, 2012

  
  Go Alison!
love, Maira  

— Maria Pesavento, July 18, 2012

  
  TERRIFIC news!
Love from Maine,
Helen and Robert  
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— Helen Weld, July 18, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,

Glad to hear you are doing so well!! I think your info about all your research was very
interesting. I honestly never thought about the hairs in your inner ears. Seems so obvious once
you said it!!! Amazing what we take for granted or never really think of. I am glad you have
such a good team and are so happy to ask questions. I always find it interesting to see how
specialists etc react when you start asking lots of questions. Glad you are seeing such wonderful
people. Hope everything keeps going in a positive direction for you. Enjoy climbing your
mountains!! I couldn't do that :)

Stay well

Tash  

— Natasha Hudson, June 17, 2012

  
  Hi Alison, it was very interesting to read your observations and discoveries. I found the
information about losing the hair in your inner ear particularly interesting. Sometimes it could
be an advantage not to hear annoying, high pitch screeching noises. I'm glad you are so positive.
Lots of love Judith xx  

— Judith Hennessy, June 10, 2012

  
  hallo Alison, got your email.  Naughty stewie(jack russell) still in shared custody with me +
Berenice. You sound well!   Look forward to catch up in July.  If house-sit, is there a spare
bed?  would be @ conference daytime + only down for @ most 2 nights?   

— lyndell bourke, June 8, 2012
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  Hi Alison,
What do you and your medical team think of taking daily aspirin for cancer (mostly
gastrointestinal) prevention?

Hmmm, I'm researching the researcher!

love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, June 8, 2012

  
  hi Ali, delighted to hear you are doing so very well.  Before I forget I have had to change my
email address as I got hacked - irritating - so I will probably be treated as a newcomer when I
change my address with this website.    How high are these mountains?  they sound good to
me.   Godfrey climbed a Welsh one last Monday with our younger son Mark, his wife and two
boys and our son in law Kev.  It was about 1000 mts and he knew all about it that evening.   We
spent Tuesday sitting down and watching the Jubilee celebrations - delighted the Queen and
Prince Philip made it but sad he was taken ill and missed most of the events.   It's quite some
thing 60 years!   Are you a monarchist or republican?   As I would prefer to have a non political
head of state I'm happy with the status quo and it probably doesn't cost much more than a
president would anyway.

Please keep up the recovery, you are obviously doing all you can.   It is too late for our friend in
Tasmania but I'm staying in touch with her for the time being.  

We are having the most awful summer weather with one week in May of good weather and the
storms and rain have returned.   Somewhere in England had 260% of the average rainfall in
May!   

L Jane  

— Jane Harrap, June 8, 2012
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  Luv ya Alison!!                     Binzi  

— Mark Binns, June 8, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
Really enjoy all your posts, but especially this one. As a Research Librarian I too love finding
out information. I love your enthusiasm, curiosity and joy - glad to hear you are climbing
mountains.
Love Jen  

— Jeni Lewington, June 8, 2012

  
  Wonderful news. Thrilled to bits for you !  

— Kerrie Trotter, May 21, 2012

  
  Good news indeed! and you sound great! This is so encouraging Alison.

Hoping to come to Bris in July for conference so this time we should connect.  House taming is
continuing....gates being built, trees about to be planted and some beautiful fine fine fabrics i
got in Thailand about to be hung to soften angles.

Shared custody arrangement with Stewie(jack russell from the flat)..his boss, Scooter is on a
week on/off roster so he comes to me in the on weeks.  Tilda pig broke into berenice's bar +
drank a large amount of cointreau....video of her being helped onto her bed (+ getting there)
hilarious. Coming close to first anniversary of Sexton's death...next week.
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So very pleased with your news.  How are your family travelling?  lots of love + joy, Alison. xx
 

— lyndell bourke, May 19, 2012

  
  Great news about the tumour disappearing. Lots of love xxx  

— Judith Hennessy, May 19, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,

 

Great to see you at Permaculture Day.  Glad to know things are going well with you.  I'm OK
too.  Good weather for gardening and I have promised myself to get back on my bike.  Busy
right now including Relay for Life coming up next month.  It's a great event - will I see you
there?  My team is "Rhonda's Rainbow of Hope".  cheers,, Lenore.  

— Lenore Evans, May 18, 2012

  
  Hi Alison

That is great news! I hope that fabamataz continues to kick those tumors to oblivion.
It was good to talk to you the other week, I hope we can catch up next time you are home or
maybe you'll be here for MTC's 'Chicago' which am am in the Chorus or if not at Woodford.
I have been sick with the flu but am on the mend.
Take Care
Love to all
Maerey xx  
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— Maerey McFarlane, May 18, 2012

  
  Fantastic news Alison!!!  I love the pacman analogy!!!  Keep truckin along :-)Love Lorraine
and Rene  

— Lorraine and Rene van Raders, May 18, 2012

  
  Hi Alision,
 that,s great news and also that you are feeling well and energetic !
 I think Anders may have suffered some memory loss also so there you go i didn't know it was
from the chemo !
 Hope it all keeps going well for you and the family love and best wishes to you all,
 love Jane and crew .  

— Jane Thiele, May 18, 2012

  
  That's wonderful news :-)  

— Louise Cross, May 18, 2012

  
  Hi Ali, it's just me with a new email address.   Three weeks ago I discovered someone had
taken £400 form my online bank account and an hour later that someone had hacked into my
email account!!!!!!   What a time, Friday afternoon, as no-one was there to talk to.   I got the
money back on the Monday and changed my email account the same day - but not until I had a
host of messages asking what the heck I was doing.   Apparently the person sent loads of silly
ads to amll my contacts - did you get one?

Anyway, fabulous news, we're both delighted for you.   Long may it last.   Blue hair seems fine
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- my eldest granddaughter (16) has a different colour streak put in at the end of the summer
terms and it lasts until school starts again.   I was particularly pleased as tghe news of our friend
in Tas is not good - I don't ask but just keep the messages going and she tells me when there are
changes.   She had a minimal stay in Hobart very recently and came out early - it was very busy
and her husband is a gp so that helps.    Everything to keep life as normal as possible.  

All the best, Jane  

— jane harrap, May 18, 2012

  
  Dear Alison,
This is such encouraging, thrilling and happy news. You continue to amaze. Re the chemo brain
phenomenon...must be disturbing, especially since your baseline capacity is at such high
intellectual and cognitive levels,but at least you have a good reason for forgetfulness and lack of
focus. I find this is happening to me more and more...ah the good old aging process!

Much love from on the road at Mt. Shasta, California,
Helen  

— Helen Weld, May 18, 2012

  
  I am just so thrilled by this news.

That you have been feeling so well and happy now for such a long time has been wonderful, but
to have managed actually to "disappear" one of your tumours and shrunk the rest is an absolute
triumph!

Onward and upward!

Lots of love

Susannah  
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— Susannah Brindle, May 18, 2012

  
    Hi Alison,                Great news! 
                 So tired I can hardly keep my eyes open but now I am going to bed with a smile on
my face - thanks for that.
        Lots a love,                         Binzi  

— Mark Binns, May 18, 2012

  
  WOW!!  What a stunning result!  Good on you Alison!  <3  

— Francesca Carpenter, May 18, 2012

  
  We're so pleased to hear your good news, bugger off, tumors. Chemo fog is a convient excuse,
exploit it!
Love, Maria & Rob  

— Maria Pesavento, May 18, 2012

  
  good to hear from you Alison.  And good to hear you feeling well + positive.
big big hug.  Tilda pig broke into Berenice's bar and drank a bottle of Cointreau....video is
hilarious...naughty little pig.  

— lyndell bourke, May 2, 2012

  
  A Beautiful, and extremely expressive piece Ali x maybe we could enter it in to the migration
exhibition x mush love and energy always x Kaylie and Co x  
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— Kaylie Jenkins, May 1, 2012

  
  Hello Alison,

Your art work is very 'soulful'.  A great expression of your thoughts and journey in your healing
process.  I love the colours.  Blue is also one of my favourite colours.  Love and best wishes as
always.

Ivy   

— Ivy Rameshfar, May 1, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
I was very inspired by your art work and how you described it.  Your explanations of what you
did make it all seem like a fabulous idea for us all, a method of 'checking in' to see how we are
traveling.
You are an inspiration and it is an honour to share your journey with you.
Best wishes,
Vic Jayde  

— Victoria Jayde, May 1, 2012

  
  What your painting represents is really inspiring, dear friend.

Thanks for this.

And whoopeedoo for your Fartebumfuzz!

love
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S  

— Susannah Brindle, May 1, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
Most interesting painting, which of course, has your signature - blue. I find the combination of
horizontal and vertical elements interesting. Soooo, any ideas for your Artlander work this
year?
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, May 1, 2012

  
  What a gorgeous painting Alison!  Really beautiful and powerful!  I'd love to see it in person
one day.   

— Debbie Maggs, May 1, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,

Glad you are doing so well! You look awesome with the blue hair!!! I have been getting regular
acupuncture over the last few weeks but thankfully the people in Tolga understand me quite
well. Not like your "massage therapists". That is hilarious though. Hope all keeps going in a
positive direction for you.

Tash :)  

— Natasha Hudson, April 22, 2012
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  Hi Alison
Yours latest news is very encoraging. Lets hope you continue to do well!
Love the blue hair,it's so you!!!
Love & Light
Maerey  

— Maerey McFarlane, April 19, 2012

  
  HI Alison,

love the hair, I have often wished for 10 mm length hair - so easy and cool. You are an
inspiration to us all. BTW, loved the movie, and catching up. Now for the rest of your life...
keep doing amazing things - inspiration for the rest of us. I am writing agan.

love,

Ailsa.  

— Ailsa Holland, April 17, 2012

  
  Hello Alison, The colour of your hair and top is beautifully coordinated!  Have been away for
2 weeks, catching up with Saphira in Canberra and Danika in Brisbane.  Glad to know that you
are in good spirits and continuing with different trials to get better. You are in my thoughts and
prayers.  Lots of love,

Ivy  

— Ivy Rameshfar, April 17, 2012

  
  That's really great news Alison. 
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Like that lovely shade of blue.  

— Bob Kehn, April 11, 2012

  
  Thanks for sharing your exciting news, double blind isn't blind to blood tests. Yes after
reading the asprin article in the Weekend Australian, thought I'd talk to my doctor about a daily
dose.The new blue you looks great!
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, April 11, 2012

  
  You so make me feel happy rather than blue :) Love the hair.
VERY good news about possibly receiving the drug rather than the placebo :)
Mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

— Megan Bayliss, April 11, 2012

  
  you look beautiful! i like the blue hair. xx  

— lyndell bourke, April 11, 2012

  
  Your news matches your hair--in brilliance rather than in colour!

Okaky, neither you nor your gynaeoncologist know for sure, but perhaps simply linking your
energy with that of high dose F can whip you up to scratch in case you're on a lower dose.

It's certainly a wonderful, wonderful boost--for all of us, too!
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Lots of love

S  

— Susannah Brindle, April 11, 2012

  
  Exciting news Alison!
Love the blue blush of hair sprouting too.
Love from Rwanda,
Helen  

— Helen Weld, April 11, 2012

  
  Hi Ali, we're all still rooting for you over here and I'm delighted to hear that you are still going
inthe right direction.   Our patient is doing likewise and the baby - rather a toddler now - is
doing just what he should be at his age.   Looking towards his first birthday now, not too long.

We spent a week recently in Pembrokeshire in SW Wales and the weather was superb -
definitely more spring than winter but it is due to break in the next few days.   We spent time
walking the coastal path, enjoying the sunshine and wandering round second hand book shops.  
Reading is a shared pleasure and I am trying to find a few books to 'liberate' in order to
accommodate the new ones we bought!  

My regards to John and the family and my very  best to you,  Jane  

— Jane Harrap, March 29, 2012

  
  Ask away!! . Geez, if you don't, you'll never know if they would have said yes or not? Your so
amazing with ( the unpronouncable drug). Go for it Kiddo. You've taken the world on since this
started, don't be a shrinking violet when it comes to another possible cure. Actually, I can think
of loads people who want things that just make themselves so annoying that people give into
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them just to get them off their back. ( Keep persisting) As we've discussed before, your big
bucks to the pharmaceuticals, make your presence felt. Not saying that your annoying by any
stretch but use your leverage! ( I bet your thinking, that you don't want to hog everything cure
wise???)  

— Kerrie Trotter, March 29, 2012

  
  Hi Alison

Good to hear they are coming up with new treatment for OC - I trust your current trial wil be
just what you need to get on top of it once and for all.

Danni  

— Danni Mackenzie, March 29, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,

Always great to read your positive news.Sounds like some amazing treatments  - so good to
hear of these advancements.

You missed the deluges of rain this week, but the sun is now glorious and the cool breeze feels
like autumn.

Best of smiles and energy for you

Gina  

— Gina Raccanello, March 28, 2012
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  that is such good news darling.  such good good news....keep on keeping on!  xxoo

   

— lyndell bourke, March 28, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
Great explanation of what you're doing. I love visualising this stuff down at the molecular level.
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, March 28, 2012

  
  Hi Alison! I look forward to having a chat with you. I was very interested to hear you have
been doing a bit of art therapy. I am very excited to say I will be studying that in the near future.
Anyway, hope you continue to do well and live life as you always do! Talk soon, love from sara
 

— Sara Isherwood, March 21, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
So glad to hear the consistantly good news. Sounds like your massage therapist has been trained
in the art (but perhaps not the craft) of on-selling. Very amusing.
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, March 19, 2012
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  Well Alison, I hope you took her up on her foot bath, recommendation! After all, Chinese
remedies have been proven to work for thousands of years! that is hillarious, glad you are able
to share a great laugh! Kerrie :o)  

— Bob Kehn, March 19, 2012

  
  Glad things are looking good and loved the massage story so much I've sent it on to some of
my masseuse friends.

And thanks for the Alisphere references.  Your notification arrived just as I was guiltily
preparing to pack into the garbage bin some green stuff I'd been too tired to process.  "Guilty"
because I felt I was robbing the property of what it had produced, but oh how guilty I would
have been had I continued with my environmentally criminal activities!!!

Thanks for that.

Love

S 

   

— Susannah Brindle, March 19, 2012

  
  hallo Alison...good to hear about you.  I am very interested in the worm farms...+ will read up
on them.  Thank you!

Moved into new house but no home phone/internet connected yet...in this age of technology it
seems very very slow to get services connected + actually working. Anyway, @ least my
mobile is working again + maybe? next week i will actually have all my communication stuff
happening again.

Been unpacking + saying hallo to old friends like treasured cookbooks I've not seen for 3
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years!  cya mate...be in touch but maybe not as often till all above operational.  xxoo  

— lyndell bourke, March 15, 2012

  
  I'm going to head on over and check out the alisphere now :-)  

— Louise Cross, March 10, 2012

  
  Hi alison,

I'm still so duh-duh about social media that i never know how to resoond to anything or where
my message will go. So i hope this reaches you ( in brisbane?) and you sort out all of those
medication/appointment snafus. What is going to become of our health system when we all join
you in chemo??
Xchristine  

— Christine Doan, March 10, 2012

  
  love your clear eyes, + the sexton in you. xxoo  

— lyndell bourke, March 1, 2012

  
  A strictly academic question:  Do you think "patience" could be among the top nastiest lessons
in the book?
love, Susannah

   

— Susannah Brindle, March 1, 2012
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  Hang in there!   delighted with the info about Tableland LETS.

 

Peace and strength -   love, Heather.  

— Heather Herbert, March 1, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
You're moving along the required path. Thanks for sharing.
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, March 1, 2012

  
  Happy Birthday Alison!!! Sorry it is very late. That is such good news that your chemo is
finished. And that everything is shrinking as it should. Hope you continue to feel well. Thanks
for continuing to keep us all updated.

Tash :)  

— Natasha Hudson, February 27, 2012

  
  Great Great news and a wonderful birthday present! Now you can have a life again. Who cares
about hair! I admire your determination to keep up with this blog too. It really is a good idea.
And well done your wonderful family.

I haven't been over to Coochie for such a long time, I'm glad you enjoyed it. Happy birthday!  
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— Ailsa Holland, February 23, 2012

  
  GOOD  to all that news.  Playing truant definitely increase the enjoyment factor.   Send me
your snail mail address by email.  CDs waiting to go.

xxoo  

— lyndell bourke, February 23, 2012

  
  A wonderful milestone to have passed!

A big sigh all round, I guess.

So glad you had a wonderful birthday too.

All good.

Lots of love

S   

— Susannah Brindle, February 23, 2012

  
  Belated birthday greetings - even with the time lag I am late but will know for next year!  
However, whisper quietly but which year?

The weather has turned nicely and today is warmish and sunny but could easily go very cold
again.   I have been clearing out the greenhouse and wandering around the garden trying to tell
what is dead and what isn't.   We have had the block paved front and drive washed yesterday
and the men are meant to return today to replace the sand - no sign yet but it's only11am.  
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I'm very pleased you are at an end of treatment for the time being at the very least - which
hospital do you go to for the weekly treatment?   Close to home I hope.  

Godfrey joins me in sending best wishes, especially for the birthday, and enjoy the rest of the
summer.   Jane

  

   

— Jane Harrap, February 23, 2012

  
  Happy Belated Birthday, Alison!  Glad to know that things are progressing steadily and you
did get time to enjoy your day.

Lots of love,

Ivy and Fari  

— Ivy Rameshfar, February 23, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,

What great news. congratulations for getting through your chemo, somehow managing to keep
a positive outlook and ending up with such good results.

A belated happy birthday too, I hadn't realised you were a Pisces. I've never heard of
Coochiemudlo Island, sounds as though you had a special day. Hope your hair grows back
quickly and that your future is full of love, laughter, happiness, dance, music, creativity and
good health.

Best wishes
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Danni  

— Danni Mackenzie, February 23, 2012

  
  Ta ta chemo, oh happy day!
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, February 23, 2012

  
  Now THAT is really good news!  Long may it reign!   I didn't know you had a birthday
recently.   A new year, a new experience, a new everything.  Happy Year ahead  love
Louisa  

— Louisa Crosslé, February 23, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
 its been great to keep track of your story here on this caringbridge blog, but at times our
computer is so slow loading for a reply i give up but it's been amazing hearing your story and i
wanted you to know you are in my thoughts often.
 I guess you will be happy to finish the treatment and get on with life at home, i can try to
imagine all the traveling you are doing and how disrupting that must be.. but you seem to be
doing a fantastic job !
 Here we have had a lovely summer with boat trips and lots of swimming in the sea witch has
been wonderful ! We are also trying to spend more time on the boat as Anders loves to be on
the water, fishing and sailing and i must say once i drag myself away from the garden i also
relax and get into a much more relaxing life style..
 All the best from us here in Tas and good luck for the last treatment xox Jane and Anders.  

— Jane Thiele, February 22, 2012
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  Hi Alison,

Great you have only one treatment to go and can settle back home again.  Wishing you all the
best and congratulations on your struggle and wonderful perserverance.  May bump into you
sometime at a LETS event.  cheers,  Lenore  

— Lenore Evans, February 17, 2012

  
  hallo dear one....good to know you feeling well + seeing the positive:)...what is your address in
bris? CD's on taking in the good ready 2 go.  Email me.  Watched DVD 2 tonight( to make sure
i was sending the right one to Pamela).......watch it again, darling....right where you are now. big
hug + so much love.  ps....just received my xmas present to me....world music cds....u interested
in sufi music?  

— lyndell bourke, February 17, 2012

  
  Hi Allison, It is always good to hear of your progress and the light you always shine on others.
It has been ages since we met in the ladies loo at the Movies at Chermside. The time is not
waiting for any of us to catch up!!! I am so pleased you can be home for a time as well as here,
there is no place like your own home! I have been working 6 days a week so not much Social
time in my week, the twins have two years and then they have finished school and our older son
just had his second child, a son so the family is growing.
Love to catch up again( preferably not in the loo) sometime soon.
Peace, love and happiness.Donna  

— Donna Rowlands, February 17, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
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A quick note to say hi.  Have been thinking of you.  Have a wonderful weekend and take good
care. 

Love to you and all the family.

Ivy  

— Ivy Rameshfar, February 17, 2012

  
  Dear Alison,
I guess the silver lining in delaying the treatment this week is that you are home and free of any
side effects. Soak up the goodness and maybe I'll see you at the lake.

Happy Early Birthday.
Much love and stay well,
Helen  

— Helen Weld, February 16, 2012

  
  Mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

— Megan Bayliss, February 16, 2012

  
  hallo darling...read all about your  eyebrows + admired your head.  that was very interesting +
valuable to people too to hear the practicalities of living each d ay well + taking care of your
spirit.  xxoo  

— lyndell bourke, February 12, 2012
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  Good on you with the eyebrows!  - in the looking I was delighted to see Tableland LETS
flourishing - thought they had maninly faded out.

Suspect there's a lot of your energy in there.  We're likely to need the capacity to trade energy
more than ever in coming decades, it seems.

May all keep looking after you well - we need you.     Love,  Heather.   

— Heather Herbert, February 11, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
Your brows look very expressive, not excessive.
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, February 11, 2012

  
  Dear Alison,

I just wanted to say it's a privilege to be part of your art making experience. I really enjoyed
reading about your pieces and what the art making process means for you. It's inspiring to see
you celebrate your creativity because it is such a beautiful and genuine expression of who you
are.

Kind Regards,
Sandra  

— Sandra Drabant, February 10, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
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Rain up north has helped to cool it down a bit thank goodness.  Hope to see you at the LETS
birthday coming up in March.  In the meantime I hope the chemo doesn't give you too much
angst.  It will pass and all will be good again.

cheers,

Lenore  

— Lenore Evans, February 3, 2012

  
  Hope you're feeling better Alison and enjoying this cool change. We're getting beaucoup rain
and cool breezes today. Ah, it's good to be on the Tablelands.
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, February 3, 2012

  
  Hi Alisonb, I've just caught up with your blog again - spent a bit of time fighting off 
bronchitis et al.   I'm sure that the antinbiotics didn't make me feel as lousy as you, even if they
do give me some unpleasant side effects!   I can now drink milk and eat dairy again!   I'm
delighted to hear that  you are feeling well enough to enjoy being at home, it's always lovely to
get back there for whatever reason but you must feel doubly so.   You say it's very hot at home,
we are waiting for the forecast snow to arrive this weekend - it's several degrees below freezing
outside and the cars only just defrost of a morning before they go again.   Still, at least it's bright
and sunny.   Our youngest grandson has learned to crawl and is intent in getting away from
Mum - the other day he crawled out of his cot (next to her bed with the side down) and was
nowhere to be found at first.   He had slid off the bed and was investigating what was
underneath whilst lying on his father's bedtime reading.   Frightened Abi out of her wits for a
few seconds.

Take care and remember we are thinking of you,   Jane  
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— Jane Harrap, February 3, 2012

  
  i love you + so do Jill + Colin. Saw them just a few days ago...so glad i know you + sexton
would be proud, as is Colin. nother DVD...the last, taken in April + he died the next month. Can
lend? my friend. Looking forward VERY much to connecting in person darling. let me know
when we can connect ...i can come up. xx00  

— lyndell bourke, February 3, 2012

  
  It is so good to have your positve spin on chemo and to know that having things back on track
gives you peace of mind and a sense that you are really getting somewhere.

All good thoughts and lots of love going your way, darling girl.

Susannah  

— Susannah Brindle, January 27, 2012

  
  Thanks for the update Alison and a bit of health awareness raising.  The Tablelands feels right
with you both back in town.  

— Guy Carpenter, January 26, 2012

  
  Hi Alison

I always look forward to your positive spin on cancer and I'm sure it means a lot of people now
realise it's possible to live an enjoyable life and stay positive while dealing with cancer. Your
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cautionary tale is very important. Both my sisters were told their melanomas were nothing to
worry about - fortuntely they both got second opinions, had them removed and have had no
further occurrence.

Great news that there is only one more chemo to go.

Enjoy your time at home and have fun.

Cheers

Danni

 

   

— Danni Mackenzie, January 26, 2012

  
  Hi Alison and John,

So glad to hear you are able to come home. Welcome back!!! Even when you are staying
somewhere nice I find it is always so wonderful to come home again! I'm not 100% sure but it
sounds as though your scan was good because things have gotten so tiny again. Hope you
continue on your road to improved health. Hope you also continue to feel good and the clean air
and green scenery at home will help that. When you have settled in again and are in a routine
for you travel would love to see you/catch up. Welcome home!!!!

Tash  

— Natasha Hudson, January 22, 2012
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  welcome home, darling. xx  

— lyndell bourke, January 22, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,

I bet it's nice to be home and to look forward to not having to travel again when your treatment
is finished.  I know how disappoionting it can be when holiday plans are disrupted.  October
2010 I was all geared up to go on a dialysis supported cruise and ended up in hospital instead
with another cancer op.  What a bummer.  So anytime your in Cairns and there's anything I can
do for you just let me know.  I'm not available Mon, Wed, Fri afternoons.  The heat up nere has
subsided a little and the rain is very good and helps cools things down a bit.  All the best and
thinking of you especially when I get the reminder emails.  cheers,  Lenore.  

— Lenore Evans, January 21, 2012

  
  Dear Alison,
Welcome Home! This is great news.
Let's get together for a walk, swim or whatever suits your energy.
Let me know if you ever need and an airport drop off or pick up in the coming weeks. My
schedule is fairly open, esp. after the 30th.
Love,
Helen  

— Helen Weld, January 21, 2012

  
  You're home again! O frabjous day! Callou callay! 

Might it be possible to use this Feelzebub stuff to your advantage without getting doses of
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Chemo?

Happy days for you at Yungaburra.

Lots of love

S  

— Susannah Brindle, January 21, 2012

  
  Welcome home Alison & John!
Bet we'll see you soon at the lake.
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, January 21, 2012

  
  Dear Alison,

I struggle toget my head around this sort of informatiit but it does all sound most heartening
Alison.

Onward and upward!!!

love,

S
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— Susannah Brindle, January 15, 2012

  
  Hi Alison,
Great hearing the history of the CA125 test and the details of how it works. Now I understand
your numbers better.
love, Maria  

— Maria Pesavento, January 15, 2012

  
  Hi Alison

Well done for climbing Mt Warning!!!  I did it 20 years ago and it was a hard slog!
Love to All
Maerey  

— Maerey McFarlane, January 12, 2012

  
  hallo dear Alison,  good to hear all your news and that you continue to be out + about enjoying
yourself + nature + woodford.  someone called Bernadette (a graphic artist + printer) from
Carins City networkers asked after you.  Look forward v much to reconnecting in the flesh +
seeing you up here soon.  I am about to head south to nsw to visit family.....Brisbane 25/1 and
back to Bris 2/2 (fly both days) so maybe we could connect down south in Bris if you around. 
Email me if it suits.  O/wise will see you up here darling.xxoo  

— lyndell bourke, January 12, 2012
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  Hey, what a triumph to have got to the top of Wallumbin!

Things sound GOOD!!

Love,

Susannah  

— Susannah Brindle, January 12, 2012

  
  Hi Alison, It sounds like you had lovely time walking up that mountain with Evan and John. I
hope there is good news next week. Lots of love and keep enjoying those lovely days with your
family. Xxx  

— Judith Hennessy, January 12, 2012

  
  Hi Alison, long time since I contacted you.   This end the news if finally good as our daughter
Abigail had a clear bone biopsy just before Christmas and the op to remove the metal plate from
her arm was very successful.   Bone nearly grown back.   Doctors are pleased. 

Her son Felix is now a very fit 7 month old after a very rocky start, someone up there has been
looking after the family.

I am relieved to hear that you are making some progress, we much enjoyed meeting with you in
Cairns and I was devasted to hear your subsequent news.   Also, how is Margaret?  Has she
settled in to her new home well?   We have had some awful winds this last week and on
Thursday woke up to find the view from the kitchen completely block by the pyracantha which
had been blown right off the back wall of the house - interesting time followed with the saws
and clippers.
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I hope the weather is kind to you on your camping trip - where are you going?   All the best and
I look forward to reading of more progress soon.   All the very best Jane H   

— Jane Harrap, January 8, 2012

  
  Good to hear your news Alison. Hope you enjoy your camping holiday..

Love, Sue x x

   

— Susan Gawler, January 5, 2012

  
  Hi Allison--

are you keeping up on happenings at home on facebook and etc?

xchristine  

— Christine Doan, January 4, 2012

  
  Hi Alison, I'm glad you are having such a restful time with good weather at last. Also, it's great
to hear your blood results are so much better. It's lovely that you are well enough to enjoy
your time with your family and friends. Thanks for letting us know about your progress. Love
to you all from Judith xx  

— Judith Hennessy, January 4, 2012
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  Thanks for the update.

Sounds as if you've had a really fantastic time at the Festival AND as if you'll have no trouble in
managing a sniffle or two.

You are always in my thoughts so I look forward to your next exciting episode.

Love.

S  

— Susannah Brindle, January 4, 2012

  
  Merry Christmas & Happy New Year Alison!  It's wonderful to hear that you are having a
great time in Woodford!  Do you have more photos of the Henna tattoo on your head?  It's
gorgeous and I'd love to see more photos!  Hope to catch up with you before you head back up
north!  

— Debbie Maggs, January 2, 2012

  
  Great to see you are coping so well, Alison. Happy New Year to you - and may it bring you
complete peace and contentment.

Glyn and Deanna  

— Glyn DAVIES, January 1, 2012
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